
From good to great
A masterclass in AnyLogic modelling
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Purpose
Approach
Structure
Collaboration
Coding
Testing

We have 60 mins



Purpose
Things get out of control ... fast



Purpose
Scope creep is real



Purpose
So what is it?





Be specific
Short



Purpose
Let's try it

What is your current/upcoming 
project?

What is your model purpose?

you have 1 minute :)



Purpose
Example: TradingSim

https://cloud.anylogic.com/model/24d89963-01f8-427e-8a6d-495f0b86c2a6?mode=SETTINGS
https://cloud.anylogic.com/model/24d89963-01f8-427e-8a6d-495f0b86c2a6?mode=SETTINGS


Purpose
Take away







FIRST, LAST and IN BETWEEN
Every week: "Did our purpose 

change?"
Push it down your 

stakeholder's throat 



Approach
How should I build models?



Approach
Start simple



Approach
Quickly scale to entire system

Entire system after 3-5 days



Approach
Iterate from there

Add feature



Approach
Iterate from there

Add feature Test



Approach
Iterate from there

Add feature Test

Purpose done?

Time to go flying :)

Not yet

Yes



Approach
Exercise: Covid-Facility



Approach
Take away







Start (extremely) simple
cover entire system quicky
add feature, test, repeat



Structure
3 main constructs







Hierarchy
Inheritance
Refactoring



Structure
Story-time



Hierarchy
Make agent embedding work for you

Main

Car

Engine Wheel

People

Door



Hierarchy
Make agent embedding work for you

Main

Car

Engine Wheel

People

Door


Keep it clean & related to 

reality



Inheritance
Unify what belongs together



Inheritance
Unify what belongs together







flag as "Parent"
avoid instantiating
Use with caution



Refactoring
Accept and avoid...



Refactoring
Accept and avoid...



Refactoring
Accept and avoid...

Main

Room Toilet



Refactoring
Accept and avoid...

Main

Room Toilet

1st floor room





Structure not applicable 
anymore
change in PURPOSE



Refactoring
Accept and avoid...

Main

Room
<Floor>

Toilet





"open-heart surgery"
expect & conduct regularly



Structuring
Take away







Define hierarchy early, better to 
overdo early
Use inheritance, but sparingly
Expect refactoring, do not shy 

away



Collaboration
Working together... but how?



GitHub basics
Do learn these as they are very useful for any dev

Free GitHub account has private repos

Commit every ~15 mins or less

Use a branch to test something out

Lone developers:



Git conflicts
Using GitHub with several modellers



Git conflicts
Why they occur very often with AnyLogic

1.
2.
3.
4.

You drag'n'drop
AnyLogic writes code for you
.alp converted to xml
GitHub "reads" and compares



Avoiding conflicts
Java OOP and common sense





setup structure early (fill and 
refine later)
generous sprinkle of agent 

types



"SOLID" principles
Use OOP to your advantage









"SOLID" design principles
make agents self-contained
Java classes where possible
Interfaces & inheritance 

(sparingly)



Collaborating
Bring in the rewards





Master branch
every dev branches off



Collaborating
Bring in the rewards







Master branch
every dev branches off
devs never work on same agent 

types



Collaborating
Bring in the rewards









Master branch
every dev branches off
devs never work on same agent 

types
update from master before PR



It's a wrap
Bring in the rewards





More master classes coming
Feedback welcome: 

benjamin@benjamin-schumann.com


